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JOSEPH ZYDOWSKY <joe_zydowsky@msd.k12.wi.us>

Agenda Items for Monday 2/14 Board Meeting 
1 message

Clinton Moses <clinton_moses@msd.k12.wi.us> Wed, Feb 2, 2022 at 7:11 PM
To: JOSEPH ZYDOWSKY <joe_zydowsky@msd.k12.wi.us>, David Styer <david_styer@msd.k12.wi.us>

Good Evening Gentlemen,

I would like to add two items to the agenda for our next SDMA board meeting on Monday Feb 14,2022.
1. Curriculum Transparency
    Purpose: Provide students, parents, community and all stakeholders with honest, fully transparent information regarding the
education provided by the SDMA.  Over the last few months I've had numerous emails, phone calls and conversations with
people in our community regarding this topic. Parents want to be engaged in the education of their children and have the right
to know what is being taught.  My goal would be to have our curriculum shared to a digital platform and available for all
stakeholders. It must be comprehensive and updated at least annually. After doing some research, I know that this is possible
as there are other educational institutions that currently are able to do it.

2. Discontinuing SDMA Membership of the National School Boards Association(NSBA) (Policy 163.1)
Purpose: Once again I have had numerous emails, phone calls and conversations with members of the community regarding
this request. Over the last year the NSBA has become increasingly partisan and does not represent the best interest of
educating all students and families that we as a district are supposed to serve. To make my point, take a look at the number of
state school board associations that have elected to discontinue their memberships in the NSBA.

Both of these items should be discussed, receive input from the board and ultimately be voted. If more information is needed
to support my agenda requests please let me know and I will do whatever I can to provide it. 

Currently I am wrapping up a long day at the capitol so excuse any errors and my inability to submit the approved Agenda
Item Request document(171.2-Exhibit 2) as I cannot use State of Wisconsin equipment at our Capitol to scan it in. If needed I
can drop off hard copies when I am in Menomonie.

I look forward to discussing these agenda items at our next board meeting.
Sincerely,
Rep. Clint Moses, DC


